International Dialogue
A ‘Westphalia’ for the Middle East?
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Executive Summary
“The Peace of Westphalia is not a blueprint for peace in
the Middle East. But if we look at it closely enough,
we will see that it does offer us a number of instruments,
methods and ideas. It is up to us to identify these, to
extract them, refine them and make use of them in our
diplomacy today.” Frank-Walter Steinmeier, Federal Foreign Minister
(12.07.2016 at the Osnabrück Peace Forum)

“The Thirty Years War provided a crucial lesson: a proxy war needs
a proxy peace. Just as external powers upheld the Westphalian Peace
after 1648, any sustainable peace agreement in Syria will depend
on the willingness and ability of both Syrians and external actors to
serve as guarantors for stability.” Staffan de Mistura , Special Envoy of the Secretary
General for Syria, United Nations

“The Peace of Westphalia, which ended the Thirty Years
War in 1648, has provided enduring lessons for similar
endeavors ever since. In view of that, it is great to see the
Körber Foundation revisit that endeavor for insights that
might help guide development of creative approaches
to resolving the conflicts in Syria and the greater Middle
East.” General David H. Petraeus, fmr. Director, Central Intelligence Agency of the United States of America

A ‘Westphalia’ for the Middle East?
❱ A series of parallels between European conflict and religious strife during the Thirty Years
War on the one hand, and contemporary conflict in the Middle East on the other, vindicates
the endeavour of seeking lessons for current
peacemaking in early modern history. However, one must acknowledge the different historical contexts of the Thirty Years War and the
current Middle East.
❱ Similar to the Thirty Years War, the current
Middle Eastern conflicts are comprised of a set
of interlocking political-religious struggles at
local and regional levels. These are complemented by external interference in the context
of asymmetrical power conflicts, which in turn
have exacerbated and prolonged the conflicts.
❱ Peacemaking lessons include the value of
an all-inclusive multilateral peace congress.
Neither a ceasefire, nor a state of exhaustion
should be a prerequisite for the convening ofsuch a congress. Diplomacy works and should
be allowed to run its course. There needs to be
more effective perception-management, because more-or-less justified fears about the
other side’s perceived quest for hegemony
stifle trust and represent an obstacle towards
a settlement. Therefore, all sides need transparently to set out their own core security
interests and ‘red lines’ in great detail at the
outset of a peace conference. Trust between
the different parties is not a precondition for
successful negotiations.

contracting parties themselves. Ideally, there
should be a two-tier system of regional and
international guarantees. The next step could
be to establish “neutralised zones”, in which
minority rights would be safeguarded, armed
force would be largely banned and which would
be taken out of ongoing geopolitical rivalry.
❱ The guarantors should include regional powers who are themselves signatories to the peace
settlement and therefore have a pressing interest and a stake in the peace. International
guarantors will be more effective if they also
share an interest in upholding the peace settlement and its terms, such as preventing a spillover effect of disturbances from the region.
❱ The guarantors – both regional and international – must not only police norms of beha
viour between states, but also within the states
of the Middle East covered by the peace settlement and hence the guarantee.
❱ These norms of behaviour within states
should, first and foremost, enshrine the pro
tection of religious and ethnic minorities. The
internal arrangements, based on these norms,
should be subject to guarantee, i.e. in case of
non-compliance, they could be enforced by the
guarantors.
❱ If sectarian rivalries are to be resolved and
replaced by peaceful religious coexistence, all
sides will have to forgo attempts to define or
impose absolute religious truth.

❱ In order for a future peace settlement to be
effective in the longer term, it needs to be
mutually and reciprocally guaranteed by the
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Reinventing ‘Westphalia’

Historical Lessons for a Future Peace
in the Middle East
Like the conflicts in the Middle East today, the Thirty

ing political and confessional crisis in central Europe

Years War developed into a highly complex set of

from the late sixteenth century.

events. Its main geographical focus was the Holy
Roman Empire of the German Nation, the political

In 1555 the political elites of the Empire had reached a

management and constitutional arrangements of

working compromise in the religious question which

which were among the chief contested issues over

brought many decades of peace by shelving intractable

which the war was fought. The Empire was a highly

questions of theological truth for the time being,

decentralised mixed monarchy in which functions

instead managing confessional co-existence legally and

of statehood and sovereignty were shared among the

politically. But by the late sixteenth century, increasing

princes (Imperial Estates) and the Emperor, who was

confessional polarisation contributed to a paralysis

their feudal and judicial overlord. But the Emperor

of the consensus-based mechanisms and institutions

was by no means an absolute ruler over a centralised

which had hitherto been able to manage confessional

monarchy. According to the Empire’s constitutional

cohabitation. The growing sense of mutual mistrust and

laws, the Imperial Estates possessed considerable

antagonism was related to several factors, including:

prerogatives associated with statehood. These included

❱ The assertiveness of the Tridentine Catholic reform

The fundamental problem of how to
integrate the 100-year-old religious schism
into this political-legal framework was a
core element of the Thirty Years War.

Samir Altaqi, Director General, Orient Research
Centre, Dubai

By the mid-1630s the belligerents within the Empire
had largely come to an accommodation with the
Peace of Prague. The Emperor suspended his previous
maximalist confessional agenda, and was thereby
able to reconcile most princes in a settlement which
might well have turned the Empire into a more
centralised monarchy. However, this was anathema to
the intervening powers, Sweden and France, whose
military involvement in Germany therefore continued
and increased.
Ending the war thus required an inclusive, European
peace congress which would conclude an international
peace treaty, and simultaneously be a constitutional
convention for the Empire under international guarantee. Such a dual settlement was necessary precisely
because the domestic affairs of the Empire and its
territories had been central to the foreign interventions, and because the interveners would not stop
fighting until these concerns had been adequately met.
After five years of negotiations at the congress
towns of Münster and Osnabrück, which constituted
a completely unprecedented innovation in the law

movement and counter-reformation, driven by clerics

All this by no means made war inevitable, but it does

of nations, and during which the delegates resorted

such as Jesuits, and supported by Catholic princes.

help explain how the local rebellion could turn into

to pragmatic and innovative diplomatic techniques, the

❱ The emergence of a new generation of more radical

a general war after the prince-elector of the Palatinate

Thirty Years War was finally brought to an end, and

Catholic and Protestant princes who had no personal

accepted the Bohemian crown which the rebels had

religious war banished forever from central Europe.

experience of the times of religious unity and were

wrested from the Habsburgs. This broader conflict

Contrary to what is still frequently asserted in political

less willing to compromise.

compelled the Austrian Habsburgs to call on the

science and the media, ‘Westphalia’ did not inaugurate

❱ The fading of the unifying effect of hostility to a

support of their Spanish cousins, which ‘Europeanised’

a modern system of equal nation states, nor did not

the ability to conduct individual foreign policies

shared external enemy after the end of the long war

the conflict at an early stage. It points to a structural

it enshrine the principle of non-intervention in other

(including the right to wage war, conclude peace

against the Ottoman Turks – a parallel to the Middle

element of the war, namely its embedding into

states’ domestic affairs. Actually, it had quite the

and alliances, and dispatch embassies), and the right

East could be construed here with a similar fading

concurrent geopolitical struggles among the Great

opposite effect, because by placing the religious rights

to rule over their territories’ subject populations.

potency of the unifying bracket of hostility towards Israel.

Powers in the region – particularly the contest for

The Emperor himself was an Imperial Estate in his

❱ Another factor was a growing power vacuum in the

supremacy between the Habsburgs (Spain and Austria)

hereditary lands of Austria and Bohemia (the Habs-

Empire resulting from dynastic and personal problems

and France, the war between the Netherlands and

burg Monarchy). The fundamental problem of how

in the Emperors’ Habsburg dynasty – a vacuum that

Spain, and the conflicts for dominance in the Baltic

to integrate the 100-year-old religious schism into this

was filled by new sectarian alliances in the Empire.

region. These constellations of rivalry all contained
a German dimension which helps to explain why

political-legal framework was a core element of the
Thirty Years War. Another was a competing vision
of the constitutional balance between the prerogatives
of the Emperor and those of the princes, as well as
the balance between the princes and their respective
subject populations within their territories. The
war was triggered in 1618 by local events within one
of the Empire’s constituent territories, the rebellion
of the Protestant noble estates of Bohemia against
their Catholic Habsburg rulers, who also provided
the emperors in this period. The fact that this local
rebellion spread so quickly and escalated into a general
civil war of the Empire can be explained by the grow-
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more, a diverse mix of cultures find
themselves grappling with socioeconomic retardation, weak cohesion,
savage totalitarian regimes, widespread elite failure, fanatic ideologies,
deadly vicious circles perpetuated by
warlords as well as the greedy intrusion
and hostile alliances of external
powers. Amid this crisis, the spirit of
‘Westphalia’ is, in fact, a precious well
of visions and experiences in terms
of conflict resolution, the use of
diplomatic tools, and the balancing
of great-power interests. However,
the question remains, whether we are
ready yet to embrace its lessons?”

Reinventing ‘Westphalia’

“In a most dramatic fashion, history
is compelling us to bear witness once
more to the agonizing process of a
region falling apart and reassembling
its constituent pieces. The contagious
tragedy unfolding in the Middle East
today bears a number of parallels to
the problems which haunted Central
Europe in the early 17th century. Once

Contrary to what is still frequently
asserted, ‘Westphalia’ did not enshrine
the principle of non-intervention in
other states’ domestic affairs.

foreign powers were sucked into the war in Germany,
again similar to the way in which instability in

of subject populations under international guarantee

the Middle East today attracts outside intervention.

it provided new channels for the intervention, or

During the Thirty Years War, Spain, Denmark, Sweden

at least supervision, by external guarantor powers to

and France intervened because of a combination of

defend constitutional arrangements within the terri

geopolitical security concerns, a desire to uphold

torial states of the Empire; thereby limiting, rather

a favourable political balance within the Empire, and,

than increasing, the governmental prerogatives of the

ostensibly at least, confessional solidarity. Similarly,

princes in confessional affairs. Detailed research by

outside powers such as Iran, Saudi Arabia, Russia, the

historians over the last twenty years has convincingly

United States have interfered in the Syrian war partly

debunked the myth of the so-called Westphalian

by use of smaller proxies to fight out their grievances

system. The history of the ‘real’ Westphalia is poten-

and contain the others’ influence.

tially more useful for the contemporary Middle East,

Reinventing ‘Westphalia’
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precisely because it is there that the old sovereign

tance of both regions in terms of resources (the soldier

nation-state model – incorrectly attributed to West-

trade then; oil now) with the implication that the

phalia – is widely perceived to have failed.

Middle East, just as Germany then, cannot be ignored
by outside powers.

From ‘Westphalia’ to the Middle East

Peacemaking Mechanisms and
Diplomatic Techniques

While there are numerous historical precedents of

naturally demands an imaginative leap, in light of the

wars and peacemaking efforts, that could serve as an

intervening four centuries and contrasting political,

inspiration to analyse today’s conflicts in the Middle

socio-cultural and economic contexts. It was occasio-

When discussing which concrete lessons can be drawn

and interwoven to be successfully solved with piece-

East, the number of parallels between the Thirty

nally mentioned that the Thirty Years War involved

from Westphalia over the course of the workshops,

meal negotiations aimed at addressing individual

Years War then and conflicts in the Middle East now

the direct military confrontation of the great powers

the participants distinguished between two kinds of

territorial parts of the broader regional crisis. Thus,

is striking. The most obvious one is the daunting

in state-on-state wars, whereas this has not occurred

lessons – firstly, peacemaking tools, in other words,

while it might be useful to start negotiations on Syria

complexity of the conflicts, with numerous actors of

in the Middle East. This does not imply that such a

diplomatic techniques that have proven to be effective

in the context of separate formats such as the Astana

varying status fighting asymmetrical power conflicts

phase of destructive conflagration needs to take place

in facilitating and enabling an eventual peace treaty,

and the Geneva talks, they should in the end merge

in a multipolar international environment. In Bohemia

in the Middle East before a settlement as all-encom-

whatever the treaty terms might be. This also includes,

into one comprehensive peace congress. Otherwise

as well as in Syria, hostilities began with internal

passing as Westphalia can succeed in the region.

crucially, methods of securing the success and long-

rebellions, and then escalated incrementally into

Instead, we draw the parallel here between the

evity of the peace in the future. Secondly, the instru-

broader conflicts through the involvement of outside

negotiations which occurred in fits and starts through

ments of peace, in other words, the treaty terms

powers, starting with proxy wars, before moving

out the Thirty Years War before the opening of the

themselves. The participants deemed the first category

on to direct military intervention. In both cases local

Westphalian congress, and the similarly abortive sets

to be the most useful, because on the whole, it was

conflicts which concerned an assertion of political

of negotiations that have occurred recently in Astana,

not considered helpful or viable to simply transfer

participation or autonomy (the state-building war of

Geneva and elsewhere. Apart from the aforementioned

treaty content wholesale from a different epoch and

the Bohemian nobles as well as many Imperial Estates’

parallels, another reason why the Peace of Westphalia

region. However, there are some treaty terms that

it may not be possible to satisfy a multitude of other

desire for greater autonomy vis-à-vis the Emperor,

lends itself so promisingly to being a potential guide

warrant our attention, that we believe to be potentially

involved state and non-state actors. An inclusive peace

and the Syrian opposition’s quest for greater political

towards a new settlement in the Middle East, is its

transferable.

congress that draws in all parties to conflict could help

freedom) became subsumed into the great powers’

highly ambitious nature. It solved a complex nexus

broader struggles for hegemony, or rather, the per

of conflicts, many of which were very deep-rooted, and

ceived threat thereof. Another important parallel

which seemed at the time to be equally, if not more,

is the role of religion, which in both cases returned

One overarching lesson is the importance
of actors being willing to adopt and
discover innovative means of diplomacy
in pursuance of peace.

to negotiate a new security order for the region under

Congress diplomacy

regional and international guarantee, as occurred at

insurmountable than the obstacles to general peace

One of the striking features of the Peace of Westphalia

time this was the first multilateral peace congress

as a destabilising factor after its relative absence during

in place in the contemporary Middle East. Some of the

was its innovative character in many areas of inter

of its kind. While it should strive to be as all-inclusive

the later sixteenth century, and the later twentieth

negotiating parties never even recognised the status

national law. While the features that were innovative

as possible, certain irreconcilable or unpalatable actors

century respectively. Both then and now, sectarian

of their counterparts, such as the French who refused

then (notably, the multilateral congress convened at

may be excluded from the negotiating table, such

tension tended to merge with, and exacerbate,

to recognise the validity of the election of Ferdinand

two different locations, and the mutual guarantee)

as the rebel exiles from the Habsburg hereditary lands

political and constitutional conflicts, while also taking

III as Emperor. He, in turn, was forced to accept the

would naturally no longer be innovative if they were

then, or the Islamic State now. While the French had

on its own dynamic. While sectarianism was not the

Imperial Estates – his own subjects and vassals – as

to be applied now, this does not detract from their

wanted the universal congress to achieve a ‘universal’

main cause of divisions in the conflicts in Syria and

negotiating parties in an international peace congress,

potential value as peacemaking tools in the Middle

peace for the whole of (Christian) Europe, rather

Yemen, both conflicts have developed a confessional

which he perceived as a slight to the dignity of his

East, given the analogous nature of conflict constella

than a particular settlement just for Germany, but

dimension, which is closely linked to a geopolitical

office. Yet the peace for central Europe was achieved

tions in both cases. One overarching lesson is the

had instead received an intermediary, ‘Westphalian’

competition. Similarly, in the Holy Roman Empire,

despite the fact that not all of the warring parties had

importance of actors being willing to adopt and

solution, so one could also aim for a neutralised

Westphalia after about 5 years of negotiations. At that

disputes which were largely political and concerned

reached a state of exhaustion yet; despite the fact that

discover innovative means of diplomacy in pursuance

‘de-toxified’ Middle East which is taken out of interna

competing corporate and estates-based rights, assumed

it became clear during the negotiations that the

of peace The complexity and multi-layered nature

tional geopolitical competition, while international

a debilitating confessional dimension in the years

hoped-for all-encompassing peace covering all related

of the conflicts in the Thirty Years War meant that

rivalry continues elsewhere, just as the Franco-Spanish

preceding the Thirty Years War.

wars in Europe would not be attainable – France and

attempts at solving parts of them individually failed –

war continued in Western Europe until 1659.

Spain continued fighting for another 11 years – and

such as negotiations only for the Catholic powers in

Other parallels were also cited over the course of the

despite the fact that there was not even a cease-fire

Cologne, or a settlement based on the Peace of Prague

Another parallel between the Thirty Years War and the

workshops, including the existence of hereditary

in place during the negotiations. The successful

(1635) which included only the Emperor and the

Middle East now leads to a further lesson, namely the

monarchical dynasties in both cases; the importance

conclusion of the peace was deemed a ‘world wonder’

German princes without the external powers. So, one

more-or-less-justified security fears about the opponent’s

of the Emperor as the head of the Imperial hierarchy

by contemporaries and this ambitious character of the

of the chief lessons that we established at the previ-

suspected hegemonic goals. This fear of the other side

and the analogous importance of the King of Saudi

peace congress makes its instructive potential all the

ous workshops has been that, as was the case in early

exploiting one’s own weakness in order to establish

Arabia as the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques; the

more valuable.

seventeenth-century Europe, the range of conflicts

regional dominance, or what was then termed ‘universal

and grievances in the Middle East now is too complex

monarchy’, afflicted the Habsburgs and France then,

role of refugee crises in both cases; and the impor-
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The analogy between the two epochs and periods

Lessons from ‘Westphalia’ I
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of the participants noted that negotiators for a Middle

now, and requires more effective perception-manage-

Eastern peace should similarly stay at the congress

The peace congress was convened in 1643 – 1645 in

conflicts in the region in form of terrorist attacks and

ment. This was deemed important because changing

location and negotiate until they have thrashed out a

order to produce a universal peace which would solve

migration influx, the discussion revealed that Europe

hostile perceptions might be more difficult than

settlement, even if this takes months or years, as was

all inter-connected European wars and conflicts in

was in fact lacking the political will and leverage to

changing facts on the ground. To reach a settlement,

the case in Münster and Osnabrück. Others agreed

one stroke, according to the conception of the French

do so. Others argued that Middle Eastern states, whose

the negotiating parties need to transparently set out

that the process itself can over time sort out the

premier Cardinal Richelieu. Yet the resulting peace,

lands and people had been laid to waste, should

their core security interests Participants discussed

‘end-state’ which is to be aspired to – which is what

as is well known, fell short of this ideal, as the French

themselves form such a third party – though it was

what these might be for the powers in question. What

occurred at Westphalia, where the congress participants

and the Spanish failed to reach an accommodation

also recognised that at the moment they lacked the

is more important for the leading states in the region is

did not from the outset share a clear vision of the

at Münster. The fact that the congress nevertheless

unity of the Westphalian Third Party.

less direct territorial expansion than maintaining their

kind of peace that was to be achieved. Flexibility was

succeeded in securing the peace for central Europe

own perceived zones of informal influence. Turkey

important. Westphalia also taught the workshop

and in solving all other conflicts was in no small

has a special interest in preventing the emergence of a

participants that mediators can be useful and need not

measure thanks to the efforts of the so-called Third

Kurdish state. For Saudi Arabia, limiting Iran’s regional

even be neutral. During the Franco-Spanish negotia-

Party of smaller princes. For it was precisely during

Perhaps the most crucial aspect of the Peace of West-

influence is a core interest, as is the effective assertion

tions, the Dutch – allies of France and themselves at

the crisis of the congress, when it became clear that

phalia was its mutual guarantee. Treaties had been

of leadership among the GCC . Iran in turn seeks to

war with Spain – proved to be more effective media-

France and Spain would not reach an agreement and

guaranteed in the past, but according to early modern

defend its regional interests by continuing to assert

tors than the (formally) neutral Pope, precisely because

that the congress was threatened with dissolution,

theories of the law of nature and nations, guarantors

its influence in key countries, especially neighbouring

they had more of a vested self-interest in the success

that this grouping of smaller actors, who had suffered

should be powerful non-involved third parties, usually

states, but also Syria and Lebanon.

of the negotiations, than the more distant Pontiff.

most from the war and who were guided by an

mediators, or higher-ranking persons such as the

unconditional desire for peace, assumed the initiative.

Pope. The Westphalian guarantee was innovative in

Participants noted that there is a widespread and

The treaties of Westphalia are often erroneously

This informal grouping was unprecedented because it

the sense that this was the first time that because the

mutual lack of trust on the part of the main regional

portrayed as a peace of exhaustion, which can lead to

was cross-confessional and characterised by a mutual

warring parties and contracting signatories themselves

adversaries in the Middle East. A similar situation

the depressing conclusion that the Middle East must

willingness to compromise. It signalled the end

became the guarantors of their own peace settlement

prevailed in Europe at the outset of the Westphalian

first go through further bouts of destructive warfare

of automatic confessional solidarity and was held

in a mutual and reciprocal set-up. Also, the solution

peace negotiations; there was little or no mutual trust.

before a similar peace settlement can be achieved.

together solely by the aim of a lasting peace. By

adopted at Westphalia provided not only for powerful,

Actually, the situation in the Middle East is more

uniting in this fashion, they reached a critical mass

non-neutral guarantors (France, Sweden, and the

similar in this respect to the end stages of the Thirty

which allowed them to force their more powerful

Emperor), but also weaker non-neutral ones, namely

Years War than might be thought. The historians

allies to reach an accommodation, or risk isolation.

the German princes, who had been most severely

present at the workshops explained that while many

They acted as a go-between for France and the Emperor,

affected by the war. Because each signatory was also

of the smaller players, primarily the Imperial Estates,

who then agreed to a peace that did not include

To reach a settlement, the negotiating
parties need to transparently set out their
core security interests.
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The ‘Third Party’

just as it stifles trust between Iran and Saudi Arabia

at first sight, as they were indirectly affected by the

Securing the peace: the mutual guarantee

had indeed reached a state of exhaustion and became

Spain, thereby ensuring that the war would no longer

It was the major powers’ signalling of their willing-

the most committed peace party, several of the larger

be fought in the Empire.

ness to place the whole settlement under guarantee

powers were able to continue fighting, as the French

that encouraged a degree of confidence in the viability

and the Spanish did for another 11 years. Crucially,

During the workshops there was a considerable

of the negotiations. Following the conclusion of

Germany was removed from the warzone thanks

amount of discussion about the possibility of such a

the peace, it took about two generations for trust to

to the Westphalian guarantee. Similarly, although

diplomatic technique in a congress for a Middle

be re-established in the Holy Roman Empire among

many of the war-ravaged states in the Middle East

Eastern peace. It was agreed that such a third party

a guarantor, strictly speaking, there were no ‘external’

Catholics and Protestants – largely fostered through

have reached a state of exhaustion, the conflict could

should consist of powers that have a self-interest in

guarantors supervising the adherence to the settle-

peaceful co-existence. This is a vital and central lesson

continue almost perpetually with the potentially

peace by being directly affected, and would therefore

ment by the contracting parties. Instead, each contrac-

from Westphalia: the absence of trust should not

endless inflow of martial resources from external great

not act as separated and neutral mediators would.

ting party as a guarantor pledged to defend and

prevent negotiations from getting started – the peace

powers. The lesson to be drawn here is that diplomacy

They should be guided by the ultimate aim of peace

uphold – by armed force if necessary – every aspect

process itself has to generate trust, not the other way

works, and steps towards an overall settlement must

and be willing to co-operate with anyone. They should

of the peace treaty, even those that did not affect them

around. The Westphalian experience demonstrates

be undertaken sooner rather than later, even if there is

also, however, carry enough clout – either in terms

individually. This amounted to a collective security

that the results of negotiations can be fruitful if

not yet a catalogue of principles upon which all parties

of geopolitical capabilities, or in terms of legitimacy –

system for central Europe among the contracting

congress participants are willing to explore unknown

can agree. The Westphalian example also shows

to enable them to effectively apply pressure. But the

parties of the treaty. If one were to draw lessons for

diplomatic terrain and to be daring in their choice

that the absence of a cease-fire should not necessarily

discussants also recognised that the analogy was not

today’s Middle East, it would make sense to conceive of

of interlocutors. Informal modes of communication

be seen as a major stumbling block in the way of

straightforward, because the Third Party consisted

internal and external guarantors as comparable now

were as important as formal ones among the congress

the commencement of negotiations: the war continued

of Imperial Estates which helped them to put institutio-

to regional (Middle Eastern) and international (global)

diplomats. Over the years these diplomats formed

in parallel to the negotiations throughout the entire

nal and constitutional pressure on the Emperor within

guarantors. This is because, in addition to being an

their own peace party and shared community of

duration of the Westphalian peace congress. Negotia-

a framework that does not exist in the Middle East.

international peace treaty, Westphalia was also a

fate with a strong desire to make progress and push

tions in Geneva and Astana have similarly taken place

Whereas the idea that the EU or some of its member

fundamental constitutional law for the Holy Roman

their masters towards an accommodation. Some

despite ongoing hostilities.

states could form such a third party seemed promising

Empire, to which most of its stipulations pertained.

Reinventing ‘Westphalia’

The Westphalian guarantee was innovative
because the warring parties and contracting signatories themselves became the
guarantors of their own peace settlement.

Reinventing ‘Westphalia’
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Therefore, it makes sense to think of the Emperor and

precisely because the guarantors themselves had a

the German princes as the internal guarantors, while

geopolitical self-interest in ensuring that the terms

France and Sweden were the external ones, despite

were upheld. The guarantee model was adopted

the fact that they were also themselves contracting

subsequently at the Treaty of Oliva in 1660 and the

parties. However, most of the political-constitutional

Treaty of Kuchuk-Kainardji in 1774, which included

terms of the peace did not apply to them, but only to

provisions for the safeguarding of minority rights

the neutra-lised zone of the Empire.

in Poland and the Ottoman Empire respectively. It was

the negotiating parties, that it was on the agenda

status of a guarantor in 1779. Participants at the work-

and would likely be adopted as a means of securing

shop recognised that Not only international, but also

the peace, was a key factor in persuading them to

local and regional actors themselves need to similarly

King Faisal Center for Research and Islamic Studies, Riyadh

sign the peace treaty in the first place. The fact that

guarantee their own the peace settlement, as they

the external powers, especially France, had signalled

would be most interested in the upholding of its terms

While regional actors would determine their own

of giving the external powers, especially France, a

and the securing of the peace in their region. There

peace terms, international powers would then be

legal title to intervene in the German Empire. Nowa-

was a general agreement that Saudi Arabia, Iran, Turkey

called upon to guarantee the settlement. There was

days, especially since the American-led invasion of

and Egypt would need to form the core of a regional

general agreement that international guarantors

Iraq in 2003, the idea of external intervention is highly

guarantee structure. There was also discussion of the

would be required to complement a regional guaran-

unpopular in the Middle East. Yet the Westphalian

important role that Jordan might have especially in

tee structure. In this context, participants discussed

model shows how destructive foreign interventions

southern Syria, while some argued that Russia should

the question of what would move global powers, such

such as those that occurred during the Thirty Years

not only durable, but also adaptable, as the composition
In addition to being innovative, the guarantee was

of the guarantors shifted in line with shifting power

also highly successful because the knowledge among

constellations: the rising power Russia acquired the

Not only international, but also local
and regional actors need to guarantee
the peace settlement.

of a guarantor than many regional powers would be.
Similarly, although the EU was said to have a genuine
self-interest in a regional settlement and in avoiding
spill-over, it nonetheless, lacked real influence and the
willingness to use force, which would be a prerequisite
for a guarantor. As for Russia, participants maintained
that it had established itself as a major player in
Syria and the wider region and therefore was a key
power in negotiating peace.
The guarantee clauses were also among the most
controversial features of the Westphalian peace treaty
because many, especially the Catholics, were wary

early on that they attached great importance to

be considered a regional, rather than an international

as the USA and Russia, to take on the responsibilities

War could be subjected to clearly stipulated legal

such a guarantee, helped persuade the smaller actors,

actor. Regarding the role of the regional guarantors,

of guarantors for the peace of the region. Here the

mechanisms and parameters, and thereby become

particularly the Protestant princes, that the settle-

it was argued that they would be tasked with securing

parallel with the external guarantee of Westphalia

guarantees for peace. Westphalia thus led to a ‘juridi-

ment as a whole was viable. In the context of the

the peace especially in light of the anticipated contin

by France and Sweden proved to be instructive.

fication’ of intervention, despite France’s extensive

absence of trust, many Protestants suspected that the

ued existence of numerous militias, ensuring the integ-

The foreign crowns, particularly France, were aware

abuse of guarantor status under King Louis XIV . On

Emperor and the Catholics would resume confessio-

rity of existing borders, providing assistance in the

of the critical importance of the Holy Roman Empire

other occasions it was beneficially activated, such

nal depredations after the withdrawal of the foreign

rebuilding of more inclusive regimes, and protecting

in the European state system and were intent upon

as by Sweden against the Emperor in 1707, in defence

armies from Germany. With the prospect of the

the rights of minorities within states.

preventing the Empire falling under the dominance

of the minority rights of the Emperor’s Protestant

guarantee, however, they received assurance that the

of the Habsburg Emperor. France’s external guarantee

subjects in Silesia, and in 1756 /57 as a collective effort

French (or the Swedes) would march back into Ger

furthered this goal. Similarly, the Middle East today

by all guarantors against Prussian aggression towards

cannot be ignored by global powers; its geostrategic

Saxony.

many to prevent such an eventuality. Furthermore
the knowledge that the Emperor was signing an agreement which gave the external crowns a legitimate
legal title to intervene in such cases was believed to
act as a deterrent against breaches of the peace, thus
fostering trust in the adopted mechanisms of peace
conservation. France, on the other hand, gained
assurance that a collective effort could be launched
by all the parties against the Habsburg Emperor if he
helped Habsburg Spain in the ongoing Franco-Spanish
war in violation of treaty stipulations.
The guarantee not only contributed to the successful
conclusion of peace in 1648, it was also crucial in
maintaining the peace in the longer term. By setting
up a collective security system for central Europe, the
guarantee was very important in acting as a deterrent
against obvious breaches of the peace, and against
clear violations of rights enshrined at Westphalia
further down the line. The guarantee was effective
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the US was less willing to sign up to the commitments

aspire to is a very difficult task. The
social, economic, political and religious
factors that made parties to the Westphalia conference concede to each
other are absent from today’s Middle
East. The absence of a dominant visionary player to lead is a major obstacle
to bring parties to grand peace in the
region.” Prince Turki Al-FAisal, Chairman,

Reinventing ‘Westphalia’

“Searching for peace in the Middle East
is a noble cause. Studying historical
peace-finding experiences, such as the
experience of the Peace of Westphalia,
is intellectually and politically stimulating. However, one of the problems
facing our situation today is the lack
of strategic vision for all players
on the Middle East stage. Every player
seeks either to defend his achievements, such as Iran and Russia, or seeks
to regain what he has lost or abandoned for one reason or another, such
as the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and
the United States of America. How to
convince them to bargain or negotiate
on what will be less than what they

salience, its oil reserves, and its dangerous capacity
as a geopolitical flashpoint ensure that. It would be in

The formal procedure of the guarantee, as stipulated in

the interests of the US and Russia for the Middle

the treaty text, was rather impractical and lengthy.

East to be taken out of ongoing international rivalry,

Following a breach of the treaty terms, three years of

and to prevent a spill-over effect of conflict in the

failed remonstrations, good offices and litigation would

Middle East spreading beyond the region, just as it

first need to pass before a military effort could be

was in the interests of the ‘foreign crowns’ to prevent

launched by the guarantors, either collectively or

a spill-over effect from central Europe by neutralising

individually. This unrealistic three-year grace period

the Empire. The Westphalian experience shows that

was perhaps the reason why the guarantee was never

self-interested warring parties such as Russia and

implemented in exactly this form. One of the elements

the US in the Middle East can take on the mantle of

missing from the Westphalian guarantee was an

effective guarantors of peace in the post-conflict era if

adjudicating body to determine when a breach of the

the settlement is calibrated to be mutually acceptable.

treaty terms had indeed taken place, and whether

The Westphalian example also demonstrates that

the guarantee could therefore be activated. In the

the guarantee can be effective even when guarantors

contemporary scenario, participants discussed the role

included former enemies (France and the Emperor),

that the UN might play in this respect. While the UN

just as relations between some of the proposed

structure had a high degree of legitimacy this to some

guarantors today are poor (US and Iran; Saudi Arabia

extent came at the cost of effectiveness.

and Iran; US and Russia). But some pointed out that

Reinventing ‘Westphalia’
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Lessons from ‘Westphalia’ II

Treaty Content
A recurring theme in the discussions during the

mark year (1624), while a graded form of tolerance was

workshops was the supposed lack of normative

secured for adherents of the three main confessions,

consensus in the Middle East, in comparison to the

according to the same normative year. The treaty

Holy Roman Empire. While this is true – there

also introduced parity of representation and political

was an overall consensus in the Empire, including

weight in the Empire’s institutions for Protestants and

among Protestants, that the Imperial constitution

Catholics.

“In order to resolve regional conflicts
such as the one between the GCC
states and Iran the different parties
can look at Europe for examples on
how to resolve historic rivalries and
how peace agreements such as the
Peace of Westphalia were concluded.”
Hossein Mousavian, Research Scholar, Woodrow

Wilson School of Public and International Affairs,
Princeton University

between and within princely territories, and to which
subjects could appeal by suing their governments, was
made more effective and furnished with greater legiti
macy at Westphalia, by the provision for near-equal
Protestant representation in the two supreme courts.
Thereby Westphalia strengthened the pre-existing
judicial mechanisms through which legal interventions could be carried out, sometimes militarily,
against princes that violated the rights of their subjects, their fellow-princes, or Imperial law in general.
Westphalia also increased the scope of rights that

was an order of peace and legality that needed to be
reestablished with the Emperor at the apex of the

These terms had nothing to do with enlightened notions

The idea of channelling confessional disputes into

could be defended by such interventions. Therefore,

judicial-political hierarchy – the Middle East should

of universal religious toleration (Westphalia predates

judicial channels, on the other hand, was considered

instead of Westphalian sovereignty, it is more apt to

not be regarded as a blank slate, as pointed out by

such ideas); achieving a viable security order was the

useful. Instead of copying the instrument of a norma

speak of a system of conditional sovereignty, or more

several participants. The unifying factors of Islam and

primary objective. Confessional disputes were a main

tive year, the hoped-for settlement for the Middle

accurately, conditional rights of territorial rule on

the awareness of a post-Ottoman space could foster

obstacle to peace, as mutual mistrust prevailed after

East would need to include assurances of minority

the part of the princes.

a certain degree of cohesion. Some discussants argued

generations of sectarian strife. Thus, confessional

religious and ethnic rights, within the context of

that common norms ought to be encouraged in order

arrangements needed to be settled in meticulous detail

an inclusive socio-political system, tailored to local

While the princes were certainly not sovereign,

to make an overall settlement more viable. Dealing

and placed under the umbrella of the guarantee in

specificities of the region.

Westphalia also underlined the lack of sovereignty of

collectively with transnational problems, such as

order to instil a measure of trust in the viability of the

the humanitarian fall-out of the regional conflicts, or

settlement, especially on the part of the Protestants

terrorism, could help to foster regional connectivity

who feared a resumption of confessional persecution

and norms. Such normative consensus would make it

and a counter-strike by the Catholics after the war.

more plausible to contemplate applying Westphalia’s

the Empire as a whole, for the simple reason that a

Conditional sovereignty

multilateral international peace congress was not only

According to the myth of the Westphalian system, the

the constitutional set-up of the Empire – foreign

treaties inaugurated the modern state system predica-

powers intimately involved in making domestic laws

working towards peace terms, but also determining

political-constitutional and religious terms for the

The workshop participants agreed that it made little

ted upon state sovereignty and non-intervention in

being the antithesis of sovereignty. This limitation

Holy Roman Empire to the Middle Eastern region as

sense to attempt to transfer such idiosyncratic stipula

domestic affairs, by granting the German princes full

of sovereignty was also evident in the guarantee

a whole. Nevertheless, several of the basic principles

tions to the Middle East, although the Westphalian

sovereignty. In reality, Westphalia actually increased

of Westphalia, because it gave France and Sweden the

underpinning the political and religious terms of

stipulation banning sectarian hate speech was conside-

the scope for intervention in rulers’ domestic affairs.

authority to intervene in the domestic affairs of the

Westphalia were deemed to be worthy of discussion

red as a potentially valuable means to reduce tensions.

Sovereign states existed well before 1648, and rulers

Empire and its territories to enforce the treaty stipula-

and possibly transferable to the Middle East:

But the essential lesson is that one must take seriously

continued to intervene in the internal affairs of other

tions. It therefore tied the domestic religious-constitu-

Only by taking each grouping’s security concerns

states after 1648.

tional set-up of the Empire to an enforcement mecha-

The juridification of sectarian conflict

seriously fears of being attacked after the conclusion
of a peace treaty. Only thereby can a lasting peace be

While Westphalia did confirm the princes’ right to

One of the most impressive diplomatic masterstrokes

achieved. Linked to this was the Westphalian stipulation

conclude alliances and maintain armies (subject

The notion of formalising a similar system of conditio-

of the Westphalian peace was the adjusted religious

of a ‘perpetual oblivion and amnesty’ on all sides,

to caveat that these must not be directed against the

nal sovereignty for parts of the Middle East was subject

constitution for the Empire. It improved the juridifi

in other words, immunity from blame and post-war

Emperor and Empire), thus ensuring that the Empire

to lively and contentious debate. Some argued that it

would remain a decentralised polity, the prerogatives

was precisely this form of conditional sovereignty that

granted to the princes in 1648 were essentially just

ensured the protection of religious minority rights,

reconfirmed customary rights that had existed long

thus encouraging stability. It was suggested that in the

before the war. The princes remained subject to

failed and fragile states of the region – in particular

the judicial and feudal authority of the Emperor;

Syria, Iraq, Yemen, and perhaps Lebanon – neutralised

and the Empire remained a mixed monarchy in which

security zones under regional and international

cation of sectarian conflict – in other words, providing
legal rather than military means for resolving disputes.
The religious clauses developed a basic framework
that had existed in the empire since 1555, which tried
to manage religious coexistence legally and politically,

Only by taking each grouping’s security
concerns seriously can a lasting peace be
achieved.

while bracketing out contentious and intractable
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❱ the Imperial judiciary, which retained jurisdiction

nism under international law.

questions of theological truth. The Westphalia treaties

prosecution for war crimes committed. While such

sovereignty was shared between the Emperor and

guarantee could be established, along the lines of the

did this by extending legal protection to Calvinists

a provision might well help encourage warring parties

the princes. But in some ways Westphalia reduced the

Empire in 1648. In these zones the use of force bet-

as a third recognized confession, and by reducing the

to sign a peace accord, it hardly corresponds to current

princes’ freedom to rule as they wished:

ween and within states would be banned and citizens

authority of the princes over their subjects in religious

political and legal culture which seeks to dispel any

❱ the normative year greatly hollowed out the princes’

given the right to appeal against their rulers to

matters, thereby addressing the concerns of subject

notion of impunity among rulers and warlords. Some

authority over their subjects in confessional affairs,

supra-statal appeals courts, modelled on the supreme

populations. Confessional rights of worship and

form of truth and reconciliation process could concei-

and their right to impose their own faith on subjects

judicial tribunals of the Empire. In the case of repeated

church ownership were fixed according to a bench-

vably be an alternative.

of a different religion was effectively abolished

breaches of treaty terms or recognised rights the

Reinventing ‘Westphalia’
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in question. It was argued that this might provide a

limited at Westphalia - limitations to governmental
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